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“ For years I have walked to my office over a muddy social trail, without realising that maybe it didn’t have
to be that way. However now we succeeded the first crowdfunding campaign and the trail is turned into a
park. I must say this inspires me to have a second look at my daily environment and think about what more
we could do. “

Kiki, employee working in Amstel3 district



“With our small team of independent citymakers it is very helpful to have one integral tool that
acknowledges the complexity of our work and helps us to organise our activities more efficiently and
effectively. We now reach more people and immediately give them the information, network and action
tools they need to get involved.”

Emilie Vlieger, independent citymaker and founder MeerMerwede in Utrecht



Dream > Exchange > Execute





“ We can now interact with the neighbourhood very directly, both getting feedback on our plans and giving
advice on ideas from others. Last but not least now stakeholders are connected directly to each other,
sharing and discussing ideas and building alliances to execute real projects together. “

Tamara Smit, Project Manager, Municipality of Amsterdam



“The dashboard gives us a complete and up-to-date overview of relevant datasets and current and future
plans and projects. This allows us to anticipate and fine-tune our plans in a way that they add most value
to both our own residents and the neighbourhood. Besides it helps us to communicate the amenities and
activities in the area to our future residents.”

Eelko Korteweg, Director of Acquisitions and Development at Greystar











www.transformcity.com            saskia@transformcity.com                 @transform_city / @zo_city
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Interesse om ook launching customer te worden? 
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